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New Léman Slim Collection
LEMAN SLIM, LIGHTNESS AND DELICACY
In its wake, Léman Slim captures that rare moment when
everything remains to be explored, everything remains to
be written.
The Maison Caran d’Ache enhances its Haute Ecriture
Léman collection of writing instruments with the slender,
refined shape of the Léman Slim line. Distinguished by
wonderfully light writing comfort and colours inspired by
Lake Geneva, the models of the Léman Allure collection are
infused with timeless elegance. The Léman collection by
the Maison Caran d’Ache pays tribute to the deep, vibrant
colours of the lake with its thousand reflections. Lacquers
with harmonious, silky hues celebrate this lake world with
delicacy and elegance. With the Léman collection, Caran
d’Ache highlights its expertise in the realm of colour and
exalts the expertise of its master-craftsmen.
Through the Léman Slim, the Maison Caran d’Ache
pays tribute to the colours of Lake Geneva, as well as
the elements that enhance their harmony. Like the wind
that blows through the sails of a boat and alters their
appearance, the refined body of the Haute Ecriture Léman
Slim writing instruments ensures wonderfully light, delicate
writing comfort. The four writing instruments in the Léman
Slim – fountain pen, ballpoint, roller ball and pencil – are
enhanced by the softness of the lacquer and shine of the
metal. Ebony Noir Black Ebony and Scarlet Red, hues offer
a contrast with silvered, rhodium-plated details, while the
White models provide a perfect marriage with rose gold
plated metal. Lacquered buttons are delicately positioned
on the caps.

Shown above:
4791.770 Scarlet FP
4791.782 Black FP
4791.001 White & Rosegold FP

Call for more information
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ART BY CARAN d’ACHE:
Each set is ready for the classroom
Art by Caran d’Ache presents 3 new assortments for drawing and sketching.
Assortments of top-end artistic products meeting the requirements of academic
drawing. Art By Caran d’Ache products are ideal for art students as well as artists
and design professionals. Each assortment is suitable for live model studies,
shading and sketching. 3 thematic assortments for studies, creating 3 different
worlds of drawing:
- A Flesh & Earth assortment comprising complementary artistic products providing
the essential tools for experimentation in the fields of academic drawing, live model
studies and sketching.
- A Sketching assortment comprising complementary artistic products providing the
ideal tools for sketches, drawings and detailed illustrations.
- A Light & Shade assortment comprising complementary artistic products providing
the essential tools for experimentation in the fields of academic drawing, shading,
colour gradients and zones of light.
Click here to download the complete 2017 art materials catalog

PENCIL PEELER: The only universal pencil
sharpener capable of sharpening any pencil in the world

475.070 - Red

475.200 - Stainless Steel

Caran d’Ache has developed a high quality, original
and unique Swiss Made pencil sharpener that
can be used to sharpen any pencil. The Pencil
Peeler is the only instrument that delicately frees
the lead from the wood without weakening it. It’s
simple design and efficiency of use make it an
essential sharpening tool that’s safe to use. I The
Pencil Peeler was designed in Switzerland in
collaboration with the prestigious ECAL, or Ecole
Cantonale d’Art de Lausanne.
Its numerous uses make it an ideal companion for
all artists looking for a simple and functional tool
that can be used to sharpen all media, and it is the
perfect tool for sharpening PASTEL PENCILS.
Call for more information

849 FOUNTAIN PENS
Caran d’Ache presents the 849 Fountain Pen, the latest addition to the
indispensable and emblematic 849 collection. With its unique design
and Swiss Made quality, the 849 Fountain Pen becomes an essential
daily companion.
849 FOUNTAIN
- Displays are available
849 FOUNTAIN Pens
• Available in White, Black, Blue,
Purple, Orange, Yellow, and
Yellow Green
• Hexangonal shape aluminium
body
• Flexible steel clip
• Caran d’Ache isotype engraved
button
• Compatible with Chromatic
cartridges and piston pump
• Each pen comes with one blue
cartridge
• Stainless Steel Nib with isotype
identification
• Availble in 3 nib sizes: M / F / EF

840.009 - Black

The heir to the 849 style
There is a new addition to the famous assortment of sleek 849 ballpoint pens – the 849
Fountain Pen boasting a bright style. With its more rounded lines, the 849 Fountain Pen
reveals a unique personality and comfort. The eye-catching, energising colours draw
attention to the light yet robust aluminium body of the 849 Fountain Pen. Four fluo colours
– purple, green, yellow and orange - give the graphic lines an extra spark. The matt navy
blue and black enhances the contemporary design and industrial aesthetics of these
writing instruments. The varnished white brings an element of balance to this refreshing
whirlwind of fun. While maintaining a 100% Swiss Made quality, the 849 Fountain Pen
underlines the bold, creative spirit of Caran d’Ache.
In addition to its iconic hexagonal look, the 849 Fountain Pen highlights the talent of the
master craftsmen at Caran d’Ache. Their luxury writing know-how is brought to bear on
the Office Line from the Geneva-based company to create high-performance writing
instruments. Thus the contemporary look of the stainless steel nib of the 849 Fountain Pen
ensures smooth and precise writing. Available in 3 sizes, the nib carries the new Caran
d’Ache identification, as does the button on the cap. To ensure even more comfortable
use, the 849 Fountain Pen can be recapped when writing. The 849 Fountain Pen offers
a resolutely modern touch to this traditional writing instrument that the owner will want to
take everywhere!
Click here to download the complete 2017 Office catalog

849 NOTEBOOKS & PENS
Caran d’Ache creates an “Office Stationery World”
An accessories line with a design
that is 100% Swiss and Caran d’Ache
849 NOTEBOOKS w/ 849 Pens
• Available in Red, Blue, Black & Grey, in A5 & A6 sizes
• The smart closing-system using the 849 pen which links the office
and stationery worlds
• Developed in collaboration with the designers Suisses Big Game
• A purist and minimalist design reflecting Swiss tradition and elegance
• Inspiration recalling official Swiss documents (identity card, passport,
etc.) and the 4 national languages present on these documents
• Inspired by the 849 design: graphic and refined
• The material is canvas with matching bookmark
• 192 lined pages, warm white paper, 100 g/m2
• Features a turn-edge cover with matching elastic

8491.403 A5 - Red
With the launch of its brand new Office Accessories collection in 2017, Caran d’Ache is
making its entrance into the world of stationery which has become a trend-setter in the
fields of decoration and design.
Long viewed uniquely from a perspective of utility, office products are becoming genuine
accessories in their own right that play a key role in our daily routine. It is a routine that is
no longer content with mere practicality but in which aesthetics are very much in demand.
Drawing on the iconic 849 – which has successfully asserted its style and reinvented itself
over the years – the Office Accessories collection boasts the same product promises:
quality, contemporary design and colour. The accessories are refined and highly functional
in order to make the work space a more pleasant place and to stamp it with the Caran
d’Ache style.

Call for more information

